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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Walk-in cooler, ambient 32 Hot hold cabinet: ambient, potatoes, pizza bites 165, 146, 146

Walk-in freezer, ambient 2 Hot hold cabinet: ambient, pizzas 135, 135, 135

Cream dispenser: half & half, vanilla 37, 38 Pizza prep table, top: pepperoni, hamburger, sausag 41, 39, 41

Pizza prep table, bottom: ambient, egg, ham 45, 33, 46

2-201.11B

2-201.11
2-201.12
2-201.13

4-601.11A

4-601.11A

4-601.11A

The person preparing food, when asked how he was, said he was tired because he was sick
and was throwing up this morning. When I discussed this with the manager, she said she was not
aware that he was ill. Manager sent employee home. Please train all employees on when they
are excluded or restricted from food service, depending on their illness symptoms. CORRECTED
ON SITE by sending employee home and discussion with manager.

Manager provided a written employee illness policy that covered employees that are
diagnosed with a foodborne illness or are jaundiced. Please expand the policy to include
symptoms requiring exclusion or restriction that complies with chapter two of the Missouri Food
Code. Alternatively, use the FDA Employee Personal Health and Hygiene Handbook to develop a
written policy. Refer specifically to 2-201.11, 2-201.12, and 2-201.13 of the Missouri Food Code
and/or relevant pages in the FDA Handbook (see pages 5-17, 33-38).

A mixer, stored on top of the prep table, was observed with dried food batter on it; this may fall
into food when mixer is in use. Food contact surfaces shall be cleaned and sanitized after use.
Please wash, rinse, and sanitize all parts of mixer after use. CORRECTED ON SITE by cleaning.

According to manager, in-use knives used to cut pizza are cleaned every shift. In-use utensils
shall be washed, rinsed, and sanitized a minimum of every four hours. CORRECTED ON SITE by
discussion with manager.

Mold observed on the inside of the nozzle of the soda dispenser. Food contact surfaces shall
be clean to sight and touch. Please wash, rinse, and sanitize nozzles daily.

COS

 3/3/17 

COS

COS

3/1/17

4-204.112

6-501.14A

4-601.11C

5-205.11A

6-202.11A

4-601.11C
6-501.12A

The integral thermometer on the BK Industries hot hold cabinet was nonfunctional. There was
no thermometer on the inside of the unit. Hot hold units shall have an accurate thermometer
placed in a convenient-to read location in the coolest part of the unit. COS by installing
thermometer.

Dust observed on both floor fans in the kitchen area. Ventilation systems shall not be a source
of contamination. Please clean all parts of fan as often as needed to keep clean.

Accumulation of debris on some of the white shelf liners holding milk in the walk-in cooler.
Nonfood contact surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency to prevent debris accumulation. Please
clean shelf liners.

A coffee brewer was draining in the handwashing sink, making the sink inaccessible.
Handwashing sinks shall be used only for handwashing, and shall be accessible at all times.
Please ensure all employees know to not use the handwashing sink for any purpose other than
handwashing.

Two bulbs were not shielded on the customer side of the walk-in cooler. Bulbs shall be
shielded or shatter resistant. Please install shields on bulbs.

Accumulation of debris observed in the walk-in freezer beneath the shelves holding ice cream,
and on the customer side, on the ledges and bottom door seals. Please clean floor, ledges, and
seals.
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3-101.11

5-203.14A

3-306.11

3-501.16A

The following medicines, stored in the retail aisle, were past their expiration dates: five
packages of vitamin C (exp. 9/16); 3 packages of Alka Seltzer (exp. 12/16); and 1 package of cold
relief (exp. 7/16). Food and medicines shall be safe. Please dispose or place in designated area
for return to distributor. COS by destroying

The drain hose for the water softener, and a drain hose for the filter, ended below the rim of the
mop sink. Water shall be protected from contamination from backflow. Please provide an air gap
between the ends of the hoses and the rim of the mop sink. The air gap shall be two times the
diameter of the hose, but no less than 1".

Loose apples on display at the cash register were not protected. Food that is on display shall
be protected from contamination. Please place apples under a cover, shield, or wrap if left on
display to prevent contamination from customers.

Food held in the bottom of the pizza prep table had internal temperatures ranging from 32F to
49F. The ambient temperature was 45F. All food that had temperatures 43F to 49F were
voluntarily discarded by management. This included ham, pulled pork, bbq beef, canadian bacon,
cut tomatoes, chicken, spinach dip, cheese sauce, burrito mix. The thermostat on the unit was
lowered. The final temperature was

COS
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3/2/17

3/2/17

6-501.14A

6-501.11

4-903.11A

Dust observed on the covering over the fan in the bathroom. Please clean vent as often as
needed to keep clean.

The caulk between the wall and the handwashing sink in the bathroom was deteriorating.
Please replace to keep seal watertight.

Single-use pizza boxes and cups were on the floor in the outside storage shed. Single-use
items shall be stored a minimum of six inches off the floor. Please elevate boxes.
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